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This book makes the case for assessment of student learning as a vehicle for equity in higher

education. The book proceeds through a framework of “why, what, how, and now what.” The

opening chapters present the case for infusing equity into assessment, arguing that

assessment professionals can and should be activists in advancing equity, given the historic

and systemic use of assessment as an impediment to the educational access and attainment

of historically marginalized populations.The “what” chapters offer definitions of emerging terms,

discuss the narratives of equity in evidence of student learning, present models and

approaches to promoting equity, and explore the relationship between knowledge systems and

assessment practice.The “how” chapters begin by progressively moving from the classroom to

the program, then beyond the program level to share examples from student affairs.

Subsequent chapters address the problem of equitable access to STEM fields; culturally

responsive practices within the context of community colleges; the ongoing work of culturally

situated assessment practices in Historically Black Colleges and Universities; and the role of

technology-enabled assessment as a possible tool for equitable assessment.The final two

chapters in the book address the “now what”, providing a way for assessment professional to

develop individual awareness within their practice as a next step in the equity journey, and a

conceptual framework to anchor equity in their work.
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English from Albion College. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Review"Reframing

Assessment to Center Equity offers a bold vision coupled with a rich collection of practical

perspectives and approaches to transform assessment into a device for dismantling systemic

inequities in higher education. The authors skillfully invite assessment professionals into a

dialogue about equity-centered practice. Then offer resources to engage in self-awareness,

principles and models for practice, and the encouragement to act, to turn the belief that

'equitable assessment is what good assessment looks like' into reality."--Jillian Kinzie

"Associate Director of the Center for Postsecondary Research, Indiana University

Bloomington""We often lament the paucity of thoughtful, research-informed pedagogical

strategies that meet the needs of our diversestudent population. Diversity of thought and

practical solutions are noticeablyabsent and often lead to inequitable student outcomes.

Reframing Assessmentto Center Equity: Theories, Models, and Practices strategicallyinfuses

equity into the assessment conversation. As a college President, Irecommend this book to all

practitioners who are sincere about using theassessment of student learning as a vehicle for

equity in highereducation."--Roslyn Clark Artis "President and CEO, Benedict College"Never

before have we faced such an urgent needto make sure every college student receives the

best possible education--a trulyequitable education. And equity in assessment is essential to

equity ineducation. In Reframing Assessment to Center Equity, some of our mostdistinguished

assessment scholars and practitioners offer compelling thinkingand practical suggestions on

how to ensure equity and fairness in our highereducation practices, with a particular focus on

equity in assessment."--Linda Suskie "Higher Education Assessment Consultant"This is a

must-read for anyone grappling with the connections between assessment and equity/social

justice. This substantial volume provides a range of insights that beautifully move between the

philosophical and the practical. It is like a fantastic road trip with amazingly committed people

through the ideas, practices and challenges facing assessment and equity/social justice. The

richness emerges from engaging with diverse voices and perspectives and the rich landscape

of ideas and possibilities made possible.--Jan McArthur "Senior Lecturer in Education and

Social Justice, Department of Educational Research, Lancaster University""Assessment

practitioners are change agents. Thevery design of assessing for learning implies that what is



learned from theprocess will create a need for change and improvement. But what if

theassessment work is not fair and equitable? What if we unintentionally create orcontinue a

system that works against fairness and inclusivity? ReframingAssessment to Center Equity is

foundational to how we think aboutassessment as a tool for positive and responsible change."--

Catherine M. Wehlburg "Provost and VPAA at Athens State University""Much of the richness of

this well-researchedvolume comes from the diverse perspectives offered by the editors and

authors.They bring their personal and professional lives to the work. The "why, what, how, and

now what" organization of the material allows readers to gainhistorical perspective, appreciate

the current state of affairs, considerstrategies to support equity in assessment, and most

importantly, to reflect onhow we can individually influence positive change."--Jane Marie Souza

"Associate Provost for Academic Administration, University of Rochester" --This text refers to

the hardcover edition.Review“We often lament the paucity of thoughtful,research-informed

pedagogical strategies that meet the needs of our diversestudent population. Diversity of

thought and practical solutions are noticeablyabsent and often lead to inequitable student

outcomes. Reframing Assessmentto Center Equity: Theories, Models, and

Practices strategicallyinfuses equity into the assessment conversation. As a college President,

Irecommend this book to all practitioners who are sincere about using theassessment of

student learning as a vehicle for equity in highereducation.” -- Roslyn Clark Artis  � President and

CEO, Benedict College“Reframing Assessment to Center Equity offers a bold vision coupled

with a rich collection of practical perspectives and approaches to transform assessment into a

device for dismantling systemic inequities in higher education. The authors skillfully invite

assessment professionals into a dialogue about equity-centered practice. Then offer resources

to engage in self-awareness, principles and models for practice, and the encouragement to act,

to turn the belief that ‘equitable assessment is what good assessment looks like’ into reality.” --

Jillian Kinzie  � Associate Director of the Center for Postsecondary Research, Indiana University

Bloomington"This is a must-read for anyone grappling with the connections between

assessment and equity/social justice. This substantial volume provides a range of insights that

beautifully move between the philosophical and the practical. It is like a fantastic road trip with

amazingly committed people through the ideas, practices and challenges facing assessment

and equity/social justice. The richness emerges from engaging with diverse voices and

perspectives and the rich landscape of ideas and possibilities made possible." -- Jan McArthur  �

Senior Lecturer in Education and Social Justice, Department of Educational Research,

Lancaster University“Much of the richness of this well-researchedvolume comes from the

diverse perspectives offered by the editors and authors.They bring their personal and

professional lives to the work. The “why, what,how, and now what” organization of the material

allows readers to gainhistorical perspective, appreciate the current state of affairs,

considerstrategies to support equity in assessment, and most importantly, to reflect onhow we

can individually influence positive change.” -- Jane Marie Souza  � Associate Provost for

Academic Administration, University of Rochester"Never before have we faced such an urgent

needto make sure every college student receives the best possible education �a trulyequitable

education. And equity in assessment is essential to equity ineducation. In Reframing

Assessment to Center Equity, some of our mostdistinguished assessment scholars and

practitioners offer compelling thinkingand practical suggestions on how to ensure equity and

fairness in our highereducation practices, with a particular focus on equity in assessment.” --

Linda Suskie  � Higher Education Assessment Consultant“Assessment practitioners are change

agents. Thevery design of assessing for learning implies that what is learned from theprocess

will create a need for change and improvement. But what if theassessment work is not fair and



equitable? What if we unintentionally create orcontinue a system that works against fairness

and inclusivity? ReframingAssessment to Center Equity is foundational to how we think

aboutassessment as a tool for positive and responsible change.” -- Catherine M. Wehlburg  �

Provost and VPAA at Athens State University --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read
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